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Packings of beads confined in slowly tilted containers with a top free surface are commonly used in laboratory
experiments to model natural grain avalanches and better understand and predict critical events from optical
measurements of the surface activity. To that aim, after reproducible packing preparations, the present paper
focuses on the effects of the surface fabrication, which can be scraped or soft leveled, on both the avalanche
stability angle and the dynamic of precursory events for glass beads of 2-mm diameter. A depth effect of a
scraping operation is highlighted by considering different packing heights and inclination speeds.
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I. INTRODUCTION15
1

Understanding the mechanics of granular flows is of first16

importance for numerous industrial and natural domains17

where avalanches constitute critical events of grain displace-18

ments. It remains difficult to prevent from such instabilities19

because the triggering is controlled by a large number of phys-20

ical parameters, including the grain shape and material, the21

grain pile compacity and history and the ambient humidity and22

temperature. Aiming at identifying the contribution of each23

parameter, small-scale laboratory experiments are commonly24

performed in controlled conditions where the granular pile25

consists of grains confined in a box and slowly tilted until26

the granular flow at the top surface starts. At rest, a granular27

packing can sustain normal loads and shear stresses, such as28

a jammed structure [1]. When the packing is tilted, the shear29

stress may exceed a threshold, and part of the pile starts to flow30

and the macroscopic behavior of the packing is related to ge-31

ometry changes of the contact network and more specifically32

to the nature of the contacts, which can be frictional, colli-33

sional, sliding, or cohesive [2]. Precursory events are observed34

during quasistatic behavior of the inclination process, i.e.,35

when bead displacement occurs only when local shear forces36

reach a critical value defined by the Coulomb’s friction law37

[3]. This behavior can be also influenced by the inclination38

speed of the grain container. For soft leveled surface flows,39

the critical shear stress is evidenced by the existence of the40

angle of maximum stability θA associated to internal friction41

properties [4]. When the tilt stops, the angle of the pile relaxes42

towards the angle of repose (θR < θA). Among the different43

techniques that can be used to observe the avalanche events44

of a granular pile, we can point out: measuring the weight at45

the outlet of the packing container [5], following the surface46
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evolution by sequential optical [3,6,7] or acoustical [6,8,9] 47

methods. 48

More recently, Kiesgen de Richter [10] and Kiesgen de 49

Richter et al. [11] and Duranteau et al. [9] and Delannay 50

et al. [12] have confirmed these observations by using two 51

successive improved automatic tilting setups to study partic- 52

ular physical parameters that control the dynamic of grain 53

avalanches. Indeed, the size of the system (height [5], length 254

[6], width [13–16]), the density or volume compaction of 55

the packing [5,6,17–19], and the tilting regime [12,20,21] are 56

some parameters that have been studied in previous works. 57

For example, Aguirre et al. [18] put in evidence the influence 58

of the packing height h, which is related to an equivalent 59

number nl of bead layers in the container (see Eq. (1) in 60

Ref. [18]) on the maximum stability angle when nl < 13. This 61

is particularly important when it consists in layer-by-layer 62

depositions completed by a series of taps of the surface in 63

between [3]. Indeed, this can be related to the well-known 64

“wall effect” [22–26] obtained on few layers of grains that 65

become quasiordered close to the walls of the container, which 66

have locally modified the packing fraction. 67

Since many years, we have developed numerous experi- 68

ments at the laboratory of the IPR (Institut de Physique de 69

Rennes) to analyze precursory events of granular avalanches 70

[9,10,12,27]. These previous series of experiments were the 71

opportunity to identify ambient (proximity of a ventilation 72

system, humidity, and temperature, etc.), experimental (di- 73

mensions and inclination speed of the container, physical 74

parameters of the grains, synchronization of the data acqui- 75

sition, etc.) and packing (electrostatic effects, compaction, 76

fabrication, etc.) conditions that influence the reproducibility 77

of the results. In particular, the fabrication of the granular 78

packing (and its top surface), which is often considered in the 79

literature as part of the “history” preparation of the grain pack- 80

ing, requires a particular attention for a better understanding 81

of the results. First, the present paper focuses on the effects 82

of the granular top surface fabrication on the dynamic of the 83
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packing destabilization. The parameters of the experimental84

setup, the fabrication of the grain packing with a top surface,85

which can be soft leveled or metal scraped, and the optical86

experiments performed to detect the precursory events are87

described in Sec. II. Section III deals with the influence of the88

packing height on the precursors series of events and on the89

grain destabilization for a fixed inclination speed. In Sec. IV,90

the influence of the inclination speed is studied for some soft91

leveled or scraped top granular surfaces.92

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS93

A. Experimental setup in controlled conditions94

The grain packing is composed of glass beads pulled in95

a rigid container. As, by nature, critical events of the bead96

avalanches are very sensitive to all the ambient conditions97

of the laboratory, few experimental precautions were adopted.98

External mechanical vibrations exist in the laboratory so the99

whole experimental setup is, thus, mounted on an optical table100

(Melles GriotTM) managed by four pneumatic attenuators and101

additional damping pads (SunnexTM SP 700, 8-mm thickness)102

to isolate, as much as possible, the setup from the room floor103

submitted to low-frequency perturbations. To avoid the influ-104

ence of the ambient humidity on the bead destabilization [28],105

the experiments are performed in an air-conditioned room106

where both the temperature (between 20–23 ◦C) and humidity107

(45–55% high resolution) are controlled.3 108

The bead container is a parallelepipedic metallic box109

(length L = 440 mm, width W = 200 mm and height H =110

200 mm) and, to relax electrostatic effects inside the bead111

packing with a wire connection to the building ground. For112

our series of experiments, the available packing height h was113

selected between 30 and 185 mm. It is rigidly connected114

to a reclining plate, which rotates about two horizontal ball115

bearing axes positioned at the center of the length L to116

avoid possible inhomogeneous oscillations that may be due117

to weight momentum. The rotation is managed by the use of a118

linear actuator (SKFTM): The maximum force of the working119

piston is 7 kN, and the stroke length is 700 mm. The speed120

is controlled, via an ArduinoTM card by a main LABVIEWTM
121

program written to control the whole experiment: the speed Vi122

ranges between 1.7 and 14◦/ min. The tilt angle is measured123

by the use of a SenselTM sensor and recorded by the same124

program through an analogical/digital acquisition USB card:125

In our case, the angle θ ranges between the horizontal position126

and a maximum angle of 30◦ higher than the classical angle127

of maximal stability angle θA for simple sphere packings. The128

angle value is saved with the number of the image captured at129

the same time through a text file as described later on.130

B. Fabrication of the bead packing131

In addition to controlled environment conditions, repro-132

ducible experiments of bead destabilization also require a133

controlled protocol of the fabrication of the bead packing and,134

in particular, its granular top surface. Indeed, in the present135

paper, we achieved the so-called “same history” of a bead136

packing fabrication [29] aiming at performing reproducible137

experiments. The bead packing consists of monodisperse138

glass beads of diameter D = 2 mm (SiLiBeads type MTM)139

randomly poured into the rigid bead container. The packing 140

height h < H is linked by an equivalent number nl of bead 141

layers in the container (=2h/(
√

3D) [18]. For small nl , the 142

dynamic of the bead destabilization may depend on the bottom 143

wall effect [22–26] defined previously. But this fact differs 144

from precursors experiments from Aguirre et al. [5,18,30]. 145

Indeed, in their experiments, a series of spoon taps on top 146

of successive layer depositions have produced stronger and 147

globally denser packings inside all the packing structures. 148

This strong internal compaction induces, by consequence, 149

two regimes for their avalanche mass versus the number of 150

layers nl (see Fig. 7 in Ref. [18]) and the appearance of their 151

threshold close to 13. Below this threshold, a collective gran- 152

ular avalanche occurs due to short force chains interactions 153

acting all along the packing; above this threshold, the succes- 154

sive deposition-compaction process induces internal rupture 155

surfaces (between these depositions), which allow the appear- 156

ance of a constant mass avalanche slipping at one rupture 157

surface. This situation will not appear in our experiments as 158

our fabrication conditions are strongly different as described 159

now. During the preparation, a grid with a square mesh of 160

12 mm � D is placed above the bottom of the bead container, 161

then covered by the beads and then pulled out to homogenize 162

and “dilute” the contact network between the beads in the 163

whole packing volume. Then, the top free surface of the bead 164

packing, i.e., the freely obtained surface, is finally flattened 165

by horizontally pushing tool to remove surface irregularities 166

larger than a bead diameter and form an average bead packing 167

of height h. 168

In the present paper, series of experiments have been per- 169

formed by the use of two different tools: a rigid metallic bar, 170

commonly used in previous experiments [6,9,11], and a soft 171

brush. Both tools have a width close to the inner box width. 172

The first choice may compact and organize the superficial 173

bead structure and result in a “scraped surface,” and the sec- 174

ond one only minimizes theses effects to maintain a “soft 175

leveled surface.” Our aim is to highlight the impact of these 176

methods on the dynamic of the bead destabilization and on 177

the precursors series of events. 178

According to this fabrication protocol, we have prepared 179

series of bead packings with scraped or soft leveled surfaces 180

and different heights h ranging between 30 mm (nl ≈ 17) 181

and Hmax = 185 mm by inserting series of 5-mm thickness 182

polyethylene foam plates at the bottom of the container. 183

C. Optical monitoring of the bead packing destabilization 184

To monitor the avalanche and precursory events of the 185

bead packing during the inclination, an optical camera (Allied 186

VisionTM Prosilica GC-2450) records images of the central 187

part of the granular surface as a function of the tilt angle θ . 188

The images, with a resolution of S0 = 2448 × 2050 pixels on 189

eight bits gray level, are recorded with a rate of 1 image/s and 190

a high shutter speed of 1/15 000 s to ensure image sharpness. 191

This requires a proper lighting of the packing surface, pro- 192

vided by four LEDs stripes glued on both side of the camera 193

support on a rigid metallic plate parallel to the beads pack- 194

ing surface, which turns coupled with the packing oscillation 195

(see Fig. 1). The camera is fixed 1 m above the granular 196

surface and the size of an image is the surface reference 197
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup which presents the pneumatic table,
the inclinable plate, the metallic box, and the optical system (camera
+ lights) on top attached to the plate.

S0 = 230-mm(length) × 200-mm (width). Note that a 2-mm198

diameter bead corresponds roughly to 25 pixels in an image.199

To detect and identify surface instabilities, we process the200

images according to previous approaches [6,9,28,31]: it is201

based on an Imagej [32] script, which consists in pixel differ-202

ences of two consecutive images and an amplitude threshold203

to reduce the noise and quantify the amount of modified pixels204

S used to define the surface activity S/S0 as a function of the205

angle θ (Fig. 2). We assume that a modified isolated small206

group of pixels is, by definition, linked to, at least, one bead207

surface displacement. Based on this ratio, the constant bead208

flow of the avalanche during a few seconds is associated with209

a nearly constant activity S/S0 � 1 measured for θ > θA with210

θA as the avalanche angle (maximum stability angle).211

In Fig. 2, we can extract the first precursor θp (first ap-212

pearance angle) and θA for each individual experiment, Np213

precursory events can be identified, characterized by peaks of214

activity located at quasiregular tilt angles �θ according to215

θA ≈ θp + Np�θ, (1)

by assuming that �θ is the mean value of the interprecursor216

angles measured during each experiment. This quasiregularity217

of the interprecursor �θ was first noed by Nerone et al. [3].218

This fact is still not yet perfectly understood. According to the219

experimental fluctuations observed on θp, Np, and �θ , during220

each experiment, the rough extension of this equation used in221
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FIG. 2. Evolution of S/S0 versus the tilting angle θ . The dashed
line is a possible technique to extend the basic threshold approach
for small precursor observation.

the following figures for their mean values is only presented 222

to provide some hints. In the following, these parameters are 223

used to quantify the dynamic of the bead packing activity 224

during gravity destabilization. 225

But, at lower tilt angles, the extraction of a clear first 226

precursor θp from the signal noise is not so obvious (see 227

Fig. 2) and can be assessed, at a first approach, as the first 228

angle associated with S/S0 > 0.5. The choice of the threshold 229

equal to 0.5 is arbitrary but not crucial for the observation 230

of the precursors series of events versus height and speed. 231

According to Eq. (1), diminishing this threshold will just add 232

few “previous” precursors for all the studied cases here. At 233

this threshold, small error bars for the interprecursor values 234

are observed, and an automatic treatment process can be used. 235

In another way, if we try to adjust this threshold by fitting 236

down the series of first precursors according to the slope 237

drawn in Fig. 2 (dashed line), it is unclear to define the correct 238

value versus the minimal signal to noise ratio. For example 239

here, which value can be selected S/S0 = 2% at θp = 12◦ or 240

S/S0 = 0.35% at θp = 8.4◦? The first choice is “compatible” 241

with a visible precursor measurement, which is not true for 242

the second choice where S/S0 is smaller than the noise mea- 243

surement made later on around 12◦. This problem will imply 244

individual and manual treatment for each experiment and will 245

increase the error bars. 246

III. DYNAMIC OF A SOFT LEVELED OR SCRAPED 247

BEAD PACKING 248

By performing a series of experiments for different heights 249

h of the bead packing and a fixed inclination speed of 250

3.3◦/ min, we study the influence of the method for leveling 251

the top granular surface with a soft (named here soft) or rigid 252

tool (named here scraped”). 253

A. Behavior of the maximum stability angle 254

A series of bead packings have been prepared in a container 255

according to the method described in Sec. II B. An experiment 256

consists of a slowly tilting of the bead container up to the 257

avalanche, which occurs at the maximum stability angle θA 258
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FIG. 3. Maximum stability angle θA measured as a function of
the packing height for soft (disks) or scraped (diamonds) level-
ing top surfaces. Error bars are associated to, at least, ten similar
experiments.

(Fig. 3). A set of a minimal number of 10 up to 20 identical259

experiments have been performed in order to obtain a good260

mean value for a set of given conditions. Indeed, note that261

experiments performed in the same conditions have classi-262

cally 10 − 15% of natural fluctuations induced by different263

bead organizations of the packings [33]. This is the main264

reason of the production of a large number of successive in-265

dependent experiments to obtain a correct mean value for our266

measurement.267

Soft leveling surface experiments are characterized by a268

continuous increase in the maximum stability angle θA with269

the packing height h (Fig. 3, disks). By construction, the full270

packing structure is only controlled by the initial extraction271

of the bottom grid, which creates a dilute stable homogeneous272

packing. So, this evolution is only linked to the classical effect273

of the hydrostatic pressure of successive layers and of h, the274

distance between the bottom wall and the top surface, which275

defines also the decreasing influence of the classical bottom276

wall effect mentioned previously. Interestingly, the nonlinear277

regression curve can be also interpreted as the increase in278

the probability of the grains inside the packing to present279

more local contacts, which can slip linked to more and more280

complex force chain structures [34].281

For the scraped surface experiments, angle θA presents two282

distinctive behaviors depending on h compared to a critical283

height hc = 7.8 cm. When h < hc, angle θA follows a similar284

increase as the soft case with the packing height h, which is285

visible by an identical dashed fit line on Fig. 3. When h > hc,286

angle θA remains constant with the packing height h. Before287

going deeper in the analysis of these different behaviors and288

according to the observations made by Aguirre et al. [5].289

which linked the avalanche angle to the packing density, we290

will look at the different packing fractions obtained by these291

different preparation techniques.292

To quantify this influence, we have measured global pack-293

ing fractions for several piling heights below (5 cm) and294

above (10 cm) the transition limit, and at the maximum height295

(18.5 cm) for both soft leveled and scraped surfaces. Each296

individual packing fraction measurement was obtained by297

following exactly the same fabrication process described in298

TABLE I. Packing fraction versus height and surface layering
techniques.

Height (cm) Scraped Soft

5 0.635 ± 0.002 0.555 ± 0.005
10 0.608 ± 0.001 0.579 ± 0.001
18.5 0.603 ± 0.001 0.591 ± 0.001

Sec. II B for the packing preparation. Then, we fully empty 299

the container and weight the amount of grains present on it. 300

The results are averaged on five-independent measurements 301

to estimate the mean and standard deviations for each config- 302

uration (Table I). 303

By looking at the packing fractions for the different 304

heights, we can confirm the small influence of the soft lev- 305

eling technique on the packing fraction visible by just a 306

small continuous increase in the packing fraction with h, 307

which can be linked to the ρgh effect. The packing frac- 308

tion for h = 5 cm is close to the random loose packing 309

(typically about 0.55), which confirms the dilution pro- 310

cess generated by the moving grid during the packing 311

fabrication. 312

By opposition, during the scrapping action, we can ob- 313

serve a “rolling moving” bump of beads in front of the rigid 314

tool all along the top surface displacement, which densifies 315

a lot the packing superficially. Indeed, this effect is clearly 316

visible when h = 5 cm: the packing fraction is very close 317

to the random close packing (RCP) (typically about 0.64), 318

which is high for classical piling experimental setups. When 319

the packing heights are larger, the influence of the densest 320

upper thickness diminishes as visible for the two other val- 321

ues of h (10 and 18.5 cm) which are “identical” and close 322

to 0.60. The strong difference of the packing fractions for 323

the two packing preparations for h = 5 cm and the identical 324

behaviors for the θA evolutions imply that the correlation 325

between packing fractions and avalanche angles made by 326

Aguirre et al. [5] cannot be applied in our cases. These similar 327

behaviors for θA at small heights implies that the avalanche 328

events are mainly controlled by the destabilization (such as 329

Weibull’s rupture) of the force chains that cross the pack- 330

ing independently of the local packing fraction. Indeed, for 331

small packing heights, these force chains cross all the packing 332

and cannot be supported by the smooth bottom walls. So 333

they can be more easily broken through all these packing 334

thickness. 335

As already mentioned, for larger heights, this densification 336

action is, of course, space limited to a “small” thickness under 337

the top surface only managed by the surface preparation. 338

This structure discontinuity can explain the constant angle 339

of avalanche for the scraped case due to the avalanche rup- 340

ture which appears just below this constant denser thickness 341

zone. 342

In complement, we can note that, close to very large 343

heights available (value of 18.5 cm in the present paper), the 344

maximum stability angles θA tend to be similar for the soft lev- 345

eled and the scraped surface experiments around 25◦ ± 0.5, 346

which confirms the decrease in the influence of the denser 347

upper packing thickness. 348
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FIG. 4. Characteristic parameters of the precursory events mea-
sured as a function of the packing height with soft leveled (disks) or
scraped (diamonds) surfaces. (a) θp, the first precursor angle; (b) the
interprecursor angle �θ and (c) the number Np of precursors events.

B. Behavior of the precursory events349

Before the avalanche occurs at the maximum stability an-350

gle θA discussed above, Np precursory events can be detected351

during each experiment [Fig. 4(c)]: The first event occurs at352

the angle θp [Fig. 4(a)] and the angle step between successive353

events is �θ [Fig. 4(b)].354

For soft leveled surface experiments, the first appearance355

angles range between 9.6 and 11.3 ◦ with large uncertainties356

up to 40% because these events are associated with large local357

packing fluctuations, which induce weak surface activities358

defined by an arbitrary threshold of S/S0 = 0.5 (see Sec. II C).359

The dependency between θp and h is, thus, not obvious,360

which implies that, for simplicity, we have drawn the same361

slope as the scraped case described below. The interprecursor362

angle �θ , defined as an average parameter over Np obser-363

vations, is more representative of the dynamic of the bead364

destabilization: It ranges between 0.9 and 1.4 ◦ and as a first365

approximation, it linearly increases with the packing height.366

From Eq. (1), the number Np of detected events decreases also367

with h.368

For scraped surface experiments, when h < hc, θp, �θ , and369

Np are hardly measurable. This behavior can be related to the370

measurements of h = 5 cm in Table I, which show a dense 371

RCP jamming structure avoiding small internal displacements 372

(slips) before large tilting angles and, by consequence, close 373

to the final avalanche angle θA. This explains why Np is very 374

small and the uncertainties for θp and �θ are large in this part 375

of h. When h > hc, measurements of θp ≈ 13.5 ◦ and �θ ≈ 376

1.2 ◦, are drawn as constant and more reproducible than for 377

soft leveled surfaces: scraping the surface tends to compact 378

the superficial bead layer for which effects are an increase in 379

the stability angle and stronger events associated with larger 380

activities, i.e., events for S/S0 > 0.5 can be detected with 381

more confidence. In complement, we have drawn the same 382

linear slope (as an eye guide) for the evolution of Np as for the 383

soft case: only the initial values are different. According to 384

Eq. (1), in the first approximation, it is not true but a constant 385

evolution seems not so valid. Both decreases in Np in our 386

range of h is quite interrogating about their evolutions for 387

higher h: Np is going down to 0 or converging to a minimal 388

value? We have not yet the answer due to the limitation of our 389

setup. 390

IV. INFLUENCE OF THE INCLINATION SPEED 391

Up to now, we have assumed that the tilting process is a 392

quasistatic process, but we know that it is not perfectly true, 393

so we study how the inclination speed biases our experimental 394

results. In this section, we study the influence of the pack- 395

ing inclination speed, in the range of 1.7–14◦/min on the 396

avalanche and precursory events. For each experimental speed 397

conditions, we have also reproduced between 8 and 15 similar 398

experiments to highlight representative results. The choices 399

of the different heights and surface association analysis was 400

induced by the observation of θA in Fig. 3: We selected for the 401

first soft leveled surface experiments h = 4 cm � hc, then, 402

for both soft and scraped ones 10 cm >≈ hc and, finally, for 403

scraped surface experiments h = 18.5 cm � hc. 404

A. Behavior of the maximum stability angle 405

As previously, for each experiment, we measure the maxi- 406

mum stability angle θA of the bead packing. The results are 407

plotted in Fig. 5, which also shows the error bars of the 408

measurements for both soft leveled and scraped surfaces. 409

Soft leveled surface experiments are characterized by a 410

continuous nonlinear increase in the maximum stability angle 411

θA with the inclination speed: It increases from 22.2 to 23.5◦
412

for a packing height of h = 4 cm, and the behavior is similar 413

for h = 10 cm where θA increases from 23.4 to 24.5◦. The 414

small increase is linked to the increase of the amount of beads, 415

which implies higher internal stability. Indeed, the effect of 416

h observed here is in agreement with the previous analyzes 417

dedicated to the effects induced by the packing height (Fig. 3). 418

In these soft leveled cases, the contact stiffness is weak, and 419

the superficial beads are more sensitive to inertia effects, 420

which increases with the inclination speed, in agreement with 421

previous experiments [35–37]. 422

For the scraped surface experiments as we are at a height 423

h > hc, we can observe also here a nearly constant maximum 424

stability angles θA, about 25.7 and 26.5◦ for packing heights 425

h = 10 and 18.5 cm, respectively. The difference of 0.8◦ can 426
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FIG. 5. Maximal stability angle θA measured as a function of the
inclination speed with soft leveled (disks) or scraped (diamonds) sur-
faces and different packing heights. The dashed lines for the scraped
surfaces are drawn horizontally and, for the soft leveled surface, they
are just drawn for eye guides without theoretical explanations. Error
bars are associated with 8–15 similar experiments.

fall into the uncertainty of the measurements performed for427

the previous analyzes (Fig. 3), already pointed out and justi-428

fied the horizontal line on the Fig. 3 for h > hc.429

B. Behavior of the precursory events430

We also measured the characteristic parameters θp, �θ , and431

Np associated with the precursory events, and we plotted their432

evolutions in Fig. 6.433

When the inclination speed increases, the uncertainties of434

the first precursor appearance increase naturally due to two435

additional effects coupled with the inertial effect: temporal436

angular resolution (still only one image per second) and higher437

inherent vibrations of the full setup linear actuator.438

In Fig. 6(a), we can also note that, only for the soft lev-439

eled surface (empty circle) at h = 4 cm, the first precursor440

appearance angle θp increases with the inclination speed: The441

value starts around ∼10.5◦ ends around ∼16◦. For the other442

three cases, the scraped surface h = 10 cm (full diamond) and443

18.5 cm (empty diamond) and the soft case h = 10 cm (full444

circle), the first precursor appearance angles θp remain con-445

stant in the full range of the inclination speed. For the scraped446

cases, this observation is in accordance with the previous447

observation of the nondependence of the maximal stability448

angle θA, which indicates that the denser superficial thickness449

zone limits the displacement of the beads. On the other hand,450

for the soft case at h = 10 cm the observation of a constant451

value of θp with the inclination speed is more complex to452

explain: we may assume that the dense packing fraction (see453

Table I) allows the existence of long force chains crossing all454

the height of the piling and keeping some stress independently455

of the inclination speed.456

Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show the coupled information about457

�θ and Np versus the inclination speed. As previously noted,458

we can observe globally that for the scraped surface, these two459

parameters are constant, and for the soft leveled surface, they460

FIG. 6. Characteristic parameters of the precursory events mea-
sured as a function of the inclination speed with soft leveled (disks)
or scraped (diamonds) surfaces and different packing heights. (a) rep-
resents the average of first precursor appearance angle θp. (b) and
(c) are coupled to represent the behavior between �θ (i) and Np(i).
The unique dotted line represents simultaneously the soft case for
h = 10 cm and the scraped case for h = 18.5 cm. The dashed lines
represent the two other cases (soft for h = 4 cm and scraped for
h = 10 cm).

vary due to less and less internal superficial stress for smaller 461

height h or higher speed. 462

Indeed, with a soft leveled surface, the packing is char- 463

acterized by both an interprecursor angle and a number of 464

interprecursors that decrease linearly with the inclination 465

speed. The interprecursor angles �θ vary roughly from 1◦ to 466

0.7◦ for h = 4 cm and from 0.9 to 0.6◦ for h = 10 cm. The 467

numbers of interprecursors Np vary at the same time from 15 468

to 10 for h = 4 cm and from 10 to 0 for h = 10 cm. We have 469

to mention that for the inclination angle higher than 18◦, some 470

small superficial continuous slidings of top grains can appear 471

without producing an avalanche, which make the optical de- 472

tection of precursors impossible in these cases. Of course, this 473

problem avoids the use of these data for the averaging. 474

With a scraped surface, the packing is characterized by a 475

constant interprecursor angle �θ about 1.5◦ for h = 18.5 cm 476

and about 1◦ for h = 10 cm. Np is about nine precursors for 477
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h = 18.5 cm and about seven for h = 10 cm. These results478

confirm also the observation made previously for the other479

scraped surface results: no evolution of parameters with ei-480

ther the height or the inclination speed for values of height481

higher than the transition limit of hc (see Sec. III A). Indeed,482

the upper dense thickness generated by the scrapping pro-483

cess controls strongly the appearance of the precursor events484

by “blocking” the displacements of the beads inside this485

thickness.486

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION487

The analysis of around 8 to 20 identical experiments (i.e.,488

same history of fabrication and physical and mechanical pa-489

rameters) have allowed us to use them with enough good490

reproducible results to deduce some conclusions about these491

different experimental protocols.492

In the classical results [3,5–7,18] the maximal stability493

angle θA and the precursor appearances were observed only on494

packings submitted either to series of tapping or to superficial495

scrapping techniques. But here, we have demonstrated that the496

packing preparation history (i.e., soft leveled or scraped sur-497

face) is crucial in these kinds of studies and can explain some498

particular previous results. In our cases, we have observed that499

the soft leveled surface cases are, always, producing more500

evolving results than the scraped ones. These behaviors are 501

due to the more dilute, homogeneous packing structure for 502

the soft cases by opposition of the presence of a dense reorga- 503

nized thick upper band in the scraped cases. We have pointed 504

out that the decreases of Np in our range of h is generating 505

new interrogations about either the full disappearance of the 506

precursors or a small remaining number of them. This needs 507

setup development and complementary investigation. Another 508

interesting point for a practical use is the fact that scraping the 509

surfaces implies that the experiments can be performed at a 510

“higher inclination” speed, allowing performing a larger num- 511

ber of experiments when our studies require large statistical 512

approaches and less uncertainty results. 513

Main results and conclusions are defining the good use for 514

our future works made in our laboratory for studying more 515

complex behaviors, such as playing with different lengths and 516

widths of the box, inclination speed, oscillation cycles ± θc, 517

environmental conditions (humidity range relative humidity) 518

or adding other detection techniques, such as mechanical or 519

acoustical sensors. 520
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